
The first orthotic customisable in 5 minutes, 
integrating high quality Sidas materials.

www.podiatech.com 

PATHO-LOGIC®

MaNY PatHoLoGieS, ONE SoLUtioN

Concept
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PATHO-LOGIC®

MaNY PatHoLoGieS, ONE SoLUtioNS
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Exclusively dedicated to foot professionals, SIDAS has used its 40 years of experience to design the 3Feet
PATHO-LOGIC®: the first orthotic customisable in 5 minutes, integrating high quality Sidas materials.

The key to our unique design is the combination of elements that fit together easily and quickly: an orthotic
adapted to the patient's arch, preconceived to accommodate correction and comfort elements at strategic
locations (forefoot, midfoot and rearfoot).
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The 3Feet PATHO-LOGIC®

insole is available in 
3 heights of arch, High,

Mid and Low, to correctly
fit the foot of the patient

and provide support 
and comfort.

Answer your patients' main pathologies by customising your 3Feet PATHO-LOGIC® orthotic with forefoot,
midfoot and rearfoot elements.*

The 3Feet PATHO-LOGIC®

is an insole designed 
exclusively for professional

orthopedics. This device 
requires the knowledge 

and the intervention 
of a professional.

adapted arch support adapted arch support

* Recommended solutions only, these suggestions should only be used as a guide and need to be adapted to each case.
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PATHO-LOGIC® concept
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SIDAS has selected for you quality
technical materials with recognized
properties. They will meet all your 
expectations for a customised 
treatment that takes into account 
the comfort and activity 
of your patients.

  
 

  HIGH-QUALITY 
SIDAS MATERIALS

 
 

 

 

  
 

   
 

 
 

 

FAST 
SOLUTION

Only a few steps are 
enough to get a professional
custom orthotic. Each 
element has a predefined
place that can be instantly
found. They are pre-designed
to ensure fast preparation.

  
 

 CUSTOMISABLE 
INSOLES
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Thanks to the combination 
of multiple elements, each insole
becomes unique. They are offered 
in several sizes and in specific 
fabrics according to the activity 
of each patient.

Expertène®

- Cushioning / 
Protection

- Good durability

VISCOTÈNE®

- Propulsion
- Good durability

NOENE®

- Shock absorption
- Good durability

PODIANE® +
- Shock absorption
- Comfort

TOP LAYER IN EVA
- thin
- Resistant
- antibacterial
- Microperforated

PODIAFLEX®

HARD CARBON
- Rigidity
- Responsiveness

3 metatarsal zones

Met dome area

Wedge 
and heel lift area Heel cup area
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LOW IMPACT (WALKING) HIGH IMPACT (SPORTS)
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SidaS SaS

Pa CHaMPfeUiLLet eSt

18, rue Léon Béridot – CS70353

38516 VoiRoN Cedex fRaNCe

international Sales department:

Ph. : +33 4 76 67 07 07

exportmedical@sidas.com

SidaS SaS 600 000€
Code aPe 3520 a
304 577 661 00073 RCS – Grenoble
tVa iNteRCoM fR 76 304 577 661

Ref : PeX3fPL10/2018

www.podiatech.com
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